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Setting the Record Straight
In a recent article about Lifers
(PSD World, Fall 2018), certain
details about Alycia Brown’s
educational background were
inadvertently left out of her story.
We sincerely regret this omission:
“After graduating from the Model
Secondary School for the Deaf
with honors in DC, Alycia Brown
enrolled at Gallaudet University
for two years. She subsequently
graduated from Community
College of Philadelphia with an
Associate in Arts degree and
continued her education at Florida
International University, Miami.
Today, in addition to working
as a 1:1 aide, she is the head
cheerleading coach here at PSD.”
Also in the Fall issue, on page 20,
a photo caption appears, but the
photo (below) with which it was
associated was removed in the
final version of “Ride for PSD 200.”

Dear PSD Family and Friends,
This issue of PSD World
casts a spotlight on a
handful of the many
graduates who came to
PSD as toddlers, stayed
through graduation, and
returned to work as teachers,
aides, administrators, or
support staff—whom we
affectionately think of as
“lifers.” Their devotion to PSD
is undeniable and greatly
appreciated: Lifers Love PSD
and PSD Loves Lifers!
Head of School Peter L. Bailey with Board Chair Margaret “Peggy” Steele.
It might surprise some
people to know that PSD has collaborated in many
Enjoy a few snapshots from recent events in October,
ways with other historically significant organizations in which was packed with so many activities it is almost
our region. For instance, every summer for ten years,
hard to recount: replacing the 25-year-old Elementary
some of our high school students have participated in School playground (more on this in the next issue of
a work experience at Morris Arboretum. Or that last
PSD World) on October 3; our 3rd Annual Community
Spring, Drama teacher Daniel Brucker worked with the Day on October 13—bringing together the ASL Liberty
entire high school to produce a stellar ASL adaptation Expo, Homecoming Volleyball and Soccer games, Deaf
of The Lion, The Witch and the Wardrobe, which was
Kids Code, PSD Class of 1978 Reunion; and PSD’s First
presented at First United Methodist Congregation
Annual Golf Outing at Sandy Run Country Club on
of Germantown. We also bring attention to current
October 15.
students exploring technology through First LEGO
League in collaboration with Springside CHA Academy We look forward to seeing you at upcoming events:
the Alumni Holiday Bazaar on November 17, Fall
and more recently with Deaf Kids Code.
Feast on November 21, and Mini-Holiday Fundraiser
In June, we had the pleasure of celebrating both the
(featuring Bingo and The Price is Right) on
Graduating Class of 2018 and an important alumna of
December 1—never a dull moment here at PSD!
PSD: Elizabeth Moore, the first female graduate of PSD
PSDly Yours,
to earn a Ph.D. Dr. Moore’s inspirational Graduation
address is reproduced here.

Jenny Strunk, Coordinator of the Deaf Culture &
Heritage Center, reports the ways in which many
of our sister institutions are celebrating milestone
anniversaries, providing wonderful research as
we begin our planning in earnest for PSD’s 200th
celebration in 2020. And this Summer, my wife Justina
and I joined a group of friends to cross the country
(and back!) on Harleys visiting important Deaf schools
and landmarks while raising awareness about our
“Ride for PSD 200”—truly the trip of a lifetime!
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Peter L. Bailey
Head of School
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PSD and the
Digital Age
By Eric Greenberg
At the Pennsylvania School for the Deaf, a new team
has been added to the competition season. PSD has
started a quickly growing FIRST LEGO League (FLL)
program that includes ages 9 to 14. In the coming years,
the program will also include FLL Jr (ages 6 to 10), and
FIRST Tech Challenge (grades 7 to 12).
In conjunction with Springside Chestnut Hill Academy
(a private independent school), PSD has started their
second year with a bright future in the FIRST LEGO
League (FLL), and PSD Team members have been hard
at work honing their skills. Competitions in December
mark the official start to the season, all with a focus on
outer space called “Launch 2019.”
PSD is not stopping there. The goal is to change our
student’s mindset from consumer to producer. STEM
is an interdisciplinary approach to teaching, driven by
the lack of skilled candidates in the fields of ScienceTechnology-Engineering-Mathematics. We feel strongly
each of these fields would benefit from having the
participation of our students’ unique point of view.
Like many schools, we will be adding Arts to STEM.
Teaching STEAM is not done in one classroom but
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across the entire curriculum. Through grants, PSD has
been able to grow its STEAM resources, helping our
students develop the necessary skills to compete in a
highly technical 21st century workforce, and showing
them that innovation and creativity lie within all of
us. PSD believes that Deaf students, with particularly
visually-focused minds, have a lot to contribute to
these rising career fields.
In order to really drive home this point, PSD joined
forces with Deaf Kids Code founder Shireen Hafeez
who led a three-day workshop at PSD from October
11 to 13, in which students received a hands-on
introduction to Coding. Students discussed, designed,
and developed prototypes for real world challenges.
Students unveiled their projects for visitors and parents
at PSD’s Family Education Series on Saturday, October
13 as part of Community Day.
Unemployment numbers for Deaf adults are alarmingly
high in this country. Hafeez says, “I always ask the
kids the same question: Who has more power in this
world? A person who uses technology or a person who
creates technology? Coding is a universal language. I
want every kid to say, ‘Why not me? Why can’t I be a
contributor to the digital age?’”
PSD desires for all of our students to consider
technology as a viable career choice in the future. The
Deaf Kids Code weekend has officially launched the
school’s effort to equip our students with life skills for
the present and near future economy.

Pennsylvania School for the Deaf
and Morris Arboretum
By Prinnie Eberle
About ten years ago, members of the educational
teams at Pennsylvania School for the Deaf (PSD) and
Morris Arboretum met to discuss the possibilities
of collaboration. One of the results of this meeting
was the creation of a work experience segment that
the PSD students would participate in during their
summer work program. Since that time, members of
the Arboretum’s Staff have welcomed and mentored
many PSD students and have given them their first
introduction to the beauty of the natural world.
Coming to the Arboretum once or twice a week
during the Extended School Year Program, students
have met and worked with team leaders and interns
as well as other volunteers. They have been made to
feel that their work contribution has made a difference
and that their presence is valued at the Arboretum.
Additionally, true to the Arboretum’s mission as an
educational institution, the students have received
tours and lessons on the flora and fauna all around
them and the history of the Arboretum and the
Morris family. Students have become teachers, too,
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and have taught interested Arboretum Staff some
American Sign Language. We also found a connection
between the Arboretum and PSD in that one of the
Morris ancestors, Samuel Buckley Morris, attended
PSD’s organizational meetings in April 1820, and
was a financial supporter of the school. The original
vocational building on the Mount Airy Campus was
named Morris Hall.
The majority of PSD’s students are from the city and
do not often have the chance to work in gardens or
around trees. The opportunity that Morris Arboretum
has provided our young
adults has opened up interest
and talents that the student
would not have known existed
had they not had the chance
to be part of the Arboretum
family. Through these lifechanging experiences,
students have felt pride in
their work and in themselves.
They have also gained
knowledge and skills firsthand, and learned about their
own abilities. Our students
have benefited greatly from
this partnership and PSD is
very grateful.
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The Lion, the Witch
and the Wardrobe
By Daniel Brucker
Exactly one year ago, I never
thought that PSD would do a
full-length theatrical production
and establish a high school
drama program by the end of the
academic year, but we actually
accomplished both.
When I was informed by a
couple of administrators that we
were going to have drama class
reinstated in the high school
schedule, I immediately knew we
had to do something huge in order
to expose the theatre arts to our
students here at PSD. That was
when I decided that we should do
an adaptation of a literary classic,
The Lion, the Witch and
the Wardrobe.

Several reasons contributed to
its selection: first, many of our
students were already familiar
with the story—some of them had
read the book and others had
seen the 2005 movie; second, the
story involves a large number of
characters, providing flexibility
for any student who might be
interested in participating; and
finally, PSD’s motto “I Can, You
Can, We Can, PSD Can” would
be put to the test by staging this
production, demanding students,
staff, administrators, and families
to make a significant investment of
time and treasure.
When our high school students
learned that The Lion, the Witch
and the Wardrobe would be
coming in the Spring, they were

Kevin Nguyen, who played Mr. Beaver, looked on as Mike Canfield translated one of Mr. Beaver’s
lines from English to American Sign Language. Having an ASL coach in the production was key to
our success!
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thrilled—and it was never far from
their thoughts the entire semester.
Many of them had never before
had the opportunity to be part of a
theatrical production so they were
very grateful that PSD was able
to provide this rich experience.
Frankly, the students were both
terrified and surprised with the
amount of work expected of each
individual, but they learned how to
break through all the barriers and
work hard to make the production
a success in the end. Overall, it
was a very challenging journey for
everyone involved—I couldn’t be
more proud of this awesome team!
Following the production, we
decided that it was the right time
to formally establish a high school
drama program, The Panthers
Theatre Guild, and make this a
consistent part of PSD. I would love
to explain much more in depth, but
I believe the following captioned
photos are enough to show the
achievements all around! Enjoy!

This occurred at the end of our pep talk, with
minutes before going on stage for our opening
night on Friday, May 25. For many of our
students, this was actually the first time they
would be performing in front of new faces!

This is from one of our first rehearsals back in March 2018. The majority
of our rehearsals took place in the Chapel Center before we finally moved
to the First United Methodist Church of Germantown with only two weeks
before the performance weekend. In the picture: Daniel Brucker directing
Aquil Roane, who played Peter Pevensie, and Manar Muatan, who was
filling in as Lucy Pevensie.

Like all other stories, this one came to an end. Here the Pevensie children
return to their world through the wardrobe. The director admired this
picture personally as it expressed the utter confusion of the children as
they transformed from their adult forms back to their old selves, just like
in the novel.

This is when Edmund Pevensie (played by Hazim Haroun) met the White Witch (played by
Gia DiGiacomo). This was one of the first scenes we had practiced back then—by performance
weekend, everyone involved in the scene truly owned their roles! Also in the picture: the Dwarf
(played by Jordan Shaw), and the Reindeer.

Natalya Gilmore captured the essence of Aslan
the Lion perfectly. Her roar across the audience
was indeed real—the voice actors saw no need to
use their voices, because Natalya had provided
her own voice for the terrifying roar!
RIGHT: Peter Pevensie
(played by Aquil Roane)
held his sword high after
his first battle ever. Susan
Pevensie (played by
Kathylean Colon) cheered
on for her older brother’s
victory. Fun fact: Aquil
admitted that doing this
role was very challenging
for him, especially with
the battle scenes, but he
loved doing it!
LEFT: Lucy Pevensie,
played by Brianna
Polowczuk, discovers the
mysterious lamp-post
(and Narnia) in this classic
moment of the novel.
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PSD LIFERS ARE LOYAL
By Jenny Strunk, Class of ‘84
Coordinator, Deaf Culture & Heritage Center

When one looks up Lifer in the Merriam-Webster’s Dictionary, one will see there are three definitions:
1. A person sentenced to imprisonment for life
2. A person who makes a career of one of the armed forces
3. A person who has made a lifelong commitment (as to a way of life).
This article focuses on the people who have made a lifelong commitment to the Pennsylvania School
for the Deaf. Every person interviewed for this article was a PSD student from toddler to graduation.
(In 1984, when PSD downsized and moved from Mt. Airy to Germantown, the High School remained
closed until 2001. So, to be clear, “graduation” in the intervening years refers to 8th-grade graduation.)
After graduation, each returned to work at PSD in a variety of capacities and roles. Although the stories
and journeys shared with the writer are not the same, one common phrase was shared repeatedly:
“PSD is my home.”
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Deborah Yoder Schanbacher
Class of ‘79

Wissonoming (high school):
• Field Hockey, Basketball,
Softball, Track

Sara E. Wummer
Class of ‘82

• Cheerleading, Jr. National
Association for the Deaf (Jr. NAD)
• Drama Club, Editor of the PSD
Newsletter
After 14 years as a student, Deb
graduated in 1979. “It was really
hard, leaving my second home.”

Deb Yoder became Deaf as a
3-year-old when she was stricken
with Spinal Meningitis in Lancaster,
PA. Deb has two brothers and
two sisters. She attended a local
daycare for speech therapy prior
to enrolling at PSD (Mt. Airy
campus) in 1965 as a 5-year-old.
Deb clearly remembers being
so upset when she realized her
mother left Cresheim Hall (lower
school) immediately after dropping
her off. However, she was quickly
distracted by her fascination
with children like her using
American Sign Language (ASL).
In short order, Deb learned to
communicate, socialize, read, and
write with her peers.
“I am so thankful my mom
sent me to PSD! I loved all my
middle school teachers and
housemothers—who even let us
jump in the creek. I remember
some of us got lost in the woods.
We made it back to PSD by
ourselves. Of course, we were
in trouble.”
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Deb attended Gallaudet University
for 3 years, but could not decide on
a major. She worked at Yellowstone
National Park in the summer of
1982. For a time, Deb worked at
University of Idaho in the payroll
department. She moved back
during the summer of 1986 and got
a job at Camp Kirby under Director
Hank Thomas. Mr. Thomas took
Deb to the “new PSD” so she could
visit, and was hired immediately
as a teacher’s aide/bus monitor
and eventually became a van
driver. Over the years, her titles
have changed: bus monitor,
van driver, student activities
coordinator, Shared Reading
Project Coordinator, and now Deb
is a Teacher’s Aide in the Middle
School. She met her husband here
at PSD, marrying Ray Schanbacher
in 1996.
“I never thought I would work here
for 33 years. I work here because
I am Deaf and I know what it is
like to come to school without
a language. I
learned and so
can they. I love
PSD and I love
coming to work.”

The youngest of six and the only
girl, Sara Wummer became a
student at PSD when she turned
4 in 1967, after an agreement was
reached between her parents and
the Wilson School District (near
Reading). Sara had almost no
access to communication at home,
except pointing and gesturing.
“I’m glad I went to PSD because
I had access to ASL 24/7 as a
residential student.”
Middle School:
• Boys Baseball pitcher/outfielder
• Favorite memory: sledding
Sunday evenings on the
Mt. Airy campus
High School:
• Field Hockey Varsity (4yrs),
Basketball Varsity (4yrs), Softball
Varsity (4yrs)
• Jr. NAD, Lion’s Club, Drama, the
Rainbow Connection (a “signsong group”)

As a junior, Sara was accepted
to Gallaudet University, NTID
(National Technical Institute for
the Deaf at Rochester Institute
of Technology), and Hofstra
University. She chose Gallaudet.

Gina Riccobono Procopio
Class of ‘89 (8th grade)

Due to health issues, Sara left
Gallaudet and eventually started
working at PSD in 1987, working
in the Transportation Department
and as a classroom aide. Over
the years, she was the Middle
School boys’ basketball coach,
Behavior Support, provided math
and reading support, was a PE
Teacher’s assistant, ran a basketball
clinic and flag football.
“I enjoyed challenging and
empowering students to grow
independent, assertive, and learn
how to be leaders.”
Sara went to the Deaflympics and
represented the US in Women’s
Basketball three times—to Cologne,
Germany in 1981, Los Angeles
in 1985, and Christchurch, New
Zealand in 1989—and won a Gold
Medal every time.
After being employed for 28 years,
she retired in 2015. Currently,
Sara is giving back to the Deaf
community by volunteering her
time. She is also the Co-Assistant
Chair for the
Alumni Reunion
weekend in
June 2020.
“PSD is my
home,” says
Sara.
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When the Riccobonos discovered
their 2-year-old daughter was Deaf,
they enrolled in sign language
classes. St. Christopher’s Hospital
for Children told Gina’s parents
about PSD, and, in 1980, she
became a PSD student at the age
of 5. Gina remembers being so
excited on her first day and being
with other children who signed.
• Deaf role models/favorite staff:
Sherry Drolsbaugh, Joanne
Lauser, Deb Schanbacher, and
Carl Way
• Favorite teacher/cheerleading
coach: Val Houser
When PSD moved to Germantown
in 1984, she recalls the school
suffering growing pains—eating
lunch in the gym, starting school a
few weeks late, and the elimination
of the High School program,
which resulted in many teachers/
staff losing their jobs. She also
remembers teachers going on
strike at the Germantown campus.

Gina was a cheerleader and played
basketball. Being involved in sports
gave her the opportunity to travel
to other schools for the Deaf, play
games, and socialize with other
Deaf students. She also slept
over at Kendall Demonstration
Elementary School in Washington,
DC. Gina took Science Class at
GSFS and History and Science
at Germantown Friends School
(GFS)—this helped prepare her
transition to a public high school.
Gina went to Abraham Lincoln High
School with most of her 8th grade
classmates, where she was one of a
few Deaf athletes.
In 1998, Gina earned her
Elementary Education degree from
Gallaudet University, and her M.Ed.
in Deaf Education from Canisius
College in Buffalo, NY, in 2000.
After graduation, Gina worked at
St. Mary’s School for the Deaf’s
Summer Program in Buffalo. Gina
contacted Marcia Volpe, then the
Instructional/Curriculum Supervisor
at PSD, and Gina has been here
ever since 2000.
“I will always love PSD. It’s a unique
school. There’s this sense of being
a part of a large family, and I’ve
always wanted to be a teacher at
PSD.” Gina is currently one of four
ASL teachers. “Perhaps I will be an
administrator someday.”
Gina and her husband have
two children
and they are
enrolled at PSD:
Michael (MJ)
in 8th grade,
and Vienna in
2nd grade. Her
goal for them

is “to make their own living and
be autonomous.” No surprise: the
interview concluded with Gina
saying, “PSD is home.”

Karen Sykes
Class of ‘91 (8th grade)

Favorite teachers:
• Katie Sikorski, Julie Johnson,
Steve Swavely, whom she
particularly admired

Alycia Brown
Class of ‘94 (8th grade)

In 1991, Karen graduated from the
8th grade and went on to Abraham
Lincoln High School.
“It was hard to focus because I
was not used to having an
interpreter in classes. No
interpreters were needed at PSD.
It was an adjustment.”

Karen became a student in 1981 at
the Mt. Airy campus as a 5-yearold. Her best memories revolve
around playing games with her
imaginative playmates who signed,
the Winter shows, and especially
Play Day, when everyone was out
on the field hockey/softball field
near Gilpin Hall.
As a 4th grader, Karen
remembers the feeling of loss
when PSD moved to Germantown
in 1984. “Mt. Airy was my second
home.” She vividly remembers
the gym being full of cubbies
for classes that lasted for 3 to 4
months while renovations were
being completed. A fond memory
includes the old playground that
resembled a castle.
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Upon graduation, Karen went
to went to Commonwealth
Technical Institute at the Hiram
G. Andrews Center in Johnstown,
PA, for college prep courses. Two
years later, Karen transferred to
SUN Technical (New Berlin, PA),
majoring in Drafting CAD/Art.
Karen was also a student at the
Western Pennsylvania School for
the Deaf’s Center on Deafness
for six months until the program
closed. She subsequently moved
back to the Philadelphia area and
attended Camden Community
College. Karen has been a teacher’s
aide since December 2000.
“I love the community at PSD.
People are friendly, and I feel like I
am a part of a
huge family. I
have access to
ASL. As one of
the students’
role models,
they look up
to me.”

Alycia’s mother, Brenda Brown,
discovered that Alycia was Deaf
when she was 8-months-old.
She enrolled at PSD in 1982 as a
2-year-old. Alycia’s mother was
so determined to learn ASL, she
started working as a PSD bus
monitor. Alycia remembers her first
teacher at the Mt. Airy campus:
Gari and her aide Alice.
Middle School:
• Math and Science at GFS
• Math and English at GSFS
• Cheerleader, Val Houser, coach
• Basketball, Softball
• Outbound trip, Haunted House,
Six Flags
Alycia attended Gallaudet
University for
two years. After
moving back
to Philadelphia
from Florida,
Alycia started
working at PSD

in 2008 in the Early Intervention
Program, doing home visits for
the Shared Reading Project:
teaching parents how to read and
sign children’s books to promote
literacy. Alycia is currently a
Teacher’s Aide.
“PSD is home to me. This feels
like a big family. Everyone is
supportive of each other. Having
full communication access is
important to me. Our students
often stated that they feel left out
at home because they don’t have
access to communication. I want
our students to develop leadership
skills, have the right attitude and to
feel love for PSD.”

Matt Bujak
Class of ‘97 (8th grade)

“I’m glad I attended PSD because
of access to communication. ASL is
my language.” As a student, Matt
was a Boy Scout, took Spanish, and
played basketball. Sara Wummer
was a role model and taught him
how to play strategically. Carl Way
was a father figure—he taught Matt
right from wrong. Matt’s recalls his
best memory was when Joseph
Fischgrund was the Headmaster:
Mr. Fischgrund made it possible for
all students to travel
to Disney World with the
Sunshine Foundation.
• Science & Math classes at GFS
and GSFS
• Favorite teacher: Penny
Starr-Ashton
• Favorite coach/role model:
Sara Wummer

opportunity to build and grow their
character, travel to other schools
for the Deaf, and to experience
social and dorm life. I will work at
PSD until I die! PSD has my heart.”
Matt is looking forward to the
alumni Bicentennial Celebration
in June 2020. “I have noticed
more alumni
involvement. I
still want to see
more alumni
return and
support our
students and
school.”

Corey McDaniel
Class of 2006

Matt and several of his classmates
attended Abraham Lincoln High
School where he graduated in
2001. He played soccer for four
years with his hearing peers.
“Having an interpreter in class
required adjustment and was a
totally different experience.”

Matt was adopted from Seoul,
South Korea, and became a
student as a 2-year-old in the Early
Intervention program in 1985. A
family friend suggested that Matt’s
mom should check out PSD.
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Matt first went to NTID and
eventually transferred to Gallaudet
University in 2005. Matt earned
his BS in Recreation and Sports
Leisure in 2010. Matt came to work
at PSD because “I wanted to give
back as an adult. I can see that our
students are starved for education
and communication access. PSD is
my second home.”
This is Matt’s ninth school year and
third as the Athletic Director. “I
always encourage our students to
play sports because they have the

Corey was raised by his
grandmother who suspected
that he might be Deaf. It was
confirmed by Thomas Jefferson
Hospital and they recommended
that Corey attend PSD where he
learned ASL. He recalls going to
pre-kindergarten in the basement
of Chapel Center and that meeting

other hard-of-hearing and Deaf
children made him realize he was
not alone.
Role Models:
• Carl Way: taught me right from
wrong and black culture
• Val Houser: helped me conquer
my fear of performing before
an audience
Corey is grateful to PSD for
teaching him self-control. His
biggest challenge was learning
what may be okay at home isn’t
okay at school. He learned to
follow the school’s rules.
As a high school student, Corey
was a manager for the soccer,
volleyball, basketball, and track
teams. Often, he could be found
keeping score with Prinnie Eberle.
Corey went to GFS for math. When
his English teacher Evelyn Pitman
discovered his love for Hip Hop,
she showed Corey that it is a form
of poetry and helped him develop
a passion for reading and writing.
Loretta Arrivello taught him that
he needed to be responsible for
doing his homework because if
he didn’t, he would not be able
to be a manager in sports. Being
a manager enabled Corey to go
to Deaf events, meet other Deaf
students from other schools for
the Deaf. He recalls Sara Wummer
being a huge role model for
the students as the Assistant
Basketball Coach and Behavior
Support for high school students.
“Sara encouraged me to focus
on myself.”
After graduating from PSD, Corey
went to NTID to major in computer
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technology. Due to health reasons,
Corey did not return after the first
year. He started working at PSD
during ESY 2007 as a Teacher’s
Aide in the ECC building. Currently,
Corey is the Transportation
Department Assistant. He is a
role model for the high school
students, who ask him what it’s
like having his own place, paying
bills, being responsible. “PSD is my
home because
it showed me
what the world
is like out there.
I want to thank
my five role
models for
making me who
I am today.”

Sharee Smith
Class of 2006

PSD pre-schooler. She remembers
going to Early Intervention at
the Center for Community and
Professional Services—across the
street from the main campus on
West School House Lane.
Sharee recalls that when she was
in Elementary School, she learned
a lot from Deb Trogdon who was
also her role model, along with Val
Houser and Leigh Partridge. Val
and Deb were mentors, supportive
teachers who met her family. She
says that Val made arrangements
for many class trips that broadened
her experiences as a student.
“Val and Deb encouraged me to
do the best I could and to go on
to college.”
When Sharee was in high school,
she realized her identity: “I am
Deaf and I am my own person.”
• Cheerleader
• Basketball
• Math at GFS

When Sharee was about 2 years
old, her grandmother had a deaf
friend who suspected that Sharee
was deaf because she did not
babble and respond to noise. In
1992 at age 3, Sharee became a

Sharee attended Gallaudet
University and earned her BA in
Family Child Studies in 2011. When
Marcia Volpe heard that Sharee had
graduated from Gallaudet, Marcia
reached out and encouraged her
to apply. Sharee joined the PSD
staff in 2012,
and today she
is a Pre-School
teacher in the
Early Childhood
Center. “I want
to give back.
Teaching is
my passion.”

DR. ELIZABETH MOORE’S

PSD Graduation
Keynote Speech
Head of School Peter Bailey, members of the Board of
Trustees, guests, and most of all, members of the Class
of 2018. Thank you for this opportunity to be with you
this morning. Wow! I cannot believe I am standing here
right now. I remember I sat in an audience here 41 years
ago (at the old PSD) to celebrate my graduation. I also
gave a speech as a salutatorian. Wow! I am honored
and humbled.
I know you are excited to graduate from PSD. I am so
proud of you! I remember the feelings I experienced
during the celebration like this event. I was excited and,
of course, anxious. Why? I knew I would not see my
family much when I went away to college. It was not
my first experience of being separated from my family
for a lengthy period of time.
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I remember when I transferred to PSD from another
school, my parents decided to put me in the dormitory.
It was a new experience for me. I was anxious because
I did not see my family every day. I came from a large
family, and I had a happy childhood. The other reason
why I was anxious when I was in PSD was because
I was not fluent in ASL. Fortunately, I had many
wonderful allies who good-naturedly taught me ASL
while I was in school.
Also, my parents sent me to a full month camp every
summer when I was young. Eventually, I was a camp
counselor for three summers. Even though I had been
away from home quite a lot, my experiences were
productive. Why did my parents do that to me? They
just wanted me to succeed. They wanted to make
sure I used skills and knowledge I had built over the
years from experience, practice, and study. They were
involved in my education. I remember one time that
they fought to keep me in the college preparation
program here in PSD. I really thank my parents for their
guidance, support, advocacy, and love. They are my
wonderful allies.
I also want to talk about one of my PSD high school
teachers. His name was Mr. Kenneth Weiler. He himself
was Deaf and an alumnus of Gallaudet University. He
taught here at PSD and other schools for years. He died
a few years ago. Anyway, he consistently challenged
me to do complex assignments. Mr. Weiler even
bragged to other teachers and the principal about my
academic performance. As a result, I went to Gallaudet
College (later know as Gallaudet University). Mr. Weiler
had been supportive of me during my four high school
years here. He even drove three hours to my house in
Virginia seven years ago to help me celebrate my PhD
success. He was my wonderful ally.

being, especially when you enter a new world: work,
vocational training, or college.
When you face a big decision, it is okay to ask someone
else for advice. Try your family first. If it happens in your
job, try to discuss your decision with your supervisor
or co-worker who support you. Make a list of pros and
cons that will help you make a better decision. Once
you make a decision of your own, it will help you build
your confidence. Believe in yourself!
Sometimes, people make a bad decision. It is okay to
make a mistake. You will learn from this experience
and avoid making the same mistake. Try something
different. It may work. Don’t give up. It is important to
remember who taught you. Your teachers taught you
many wonderful things. Your parents nurtured you
beautifully. They want to see you succeed. They really
care about you.
Get involved in a Deaf organization(s) where you can
build leadership and advocacy skills. You are our future
leaders. Deaf people need you. I need you. Maybe one
day, you will be invited to stand here and give a speech
like I do. We look forward to working with you someday
as allies.
I would like to close this with a quotation. Oprah
Winfrey is quoted as saying, “Surround yourself
only with those who will lift you higher.” Again,
congratulations, Class of 2018!

To the Class of 2018, I have a message for you: Having
allies can make a big difference in your life. What does
“Ally” mean? Ally means Supporter, Mentor, Helper,
Collaborator, and Advocate. Allies can make all the
difference in an unsupportive environment regardless
of who they are. We notice even just one ally, the
one who simply makes a greeting in the hallway,
compliments, or happens to have similar interests.
An ally can be your parent, sister, brother, cousin,
friend, or neighbor. Having an ally is key to your well-
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Ride for PSD 200
By Peter L. Bailey, Head of School
As we are approaching PSD’s 200th
Anniversary, we thought of different
events to celebrate our milestone.
“Ride for PSD 200” came to mind—
where I would gather some people
to join me and my wife Justina on
a Route 66 trip starting in Chicago
(IL) where the route begins and

ending in Santa Monica
(CA). This took about a
year to plan and it would
take us 15 days to complete
the trip with many stops
along the way to visit
important places, including
some Deaf schools.
Although we
originally planned
for 20 participants, for
one reason or another,
eight die-hard motorcycle
riders—most with PSD
connections—agreed
to gather in Chicago on
Saturday, June 16, and
prepare for a long journey
to begin the next day.
Prior to the trip, I rode up
from PSD to Boston (MA)
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on Wednesday, June 12, to meet
Justina and left the next day for
Rochester (NY). The weather was
not great, cold with heavy winds,
so we stopped in Utica (NY) for
the night. We left early the next
morning and visited the Rochester
School for the Deaf and their
Superintendent, Antony (without
the H) McLetchie. We then rode
out to Buffalo (NY) for another
Deaf school visit, St. Mary’s School
for the Deaf, where we met their

Superintendent, Tim Kelly. SMSD
also surprised us with messages
that can be seen from Main Street.
We stayed overnight somewhere in
Indiana before meeting the group
for lunch on Saturday, June 16, at a
famous diner in Chicago. We stayed
overnight to give ourselves a good
rest before the big trip early the
next morning. We left at 8am—after
the requisite photo by the Route
66 Historic Pole in Chicago which
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reads: “the beginning of Route
66.” We stopped at many historic
places along Route 66 in Illinois
including lunch at Polk-A-Dot DriveIn—Superman is one of several
statues there, as is a famous mural
in Phoenix (IL). You can see 4 little
bikes/trikes for perspective—you
know the art is huge!
While we were in Illinois, we
visited the Illinois School for the
Deaf in Jacksonville and met

Superintendent Julee Nist, former
PSD Principal. We also stopped at
Lincoln’s Tomb and were told to
touch Lincoln’s nose for good luck.
Next stop was in Missouri, where
we met David Wantuck, the Chief
Operating Officer/Operation
Manager of Route 66 Promotions,
a Deaf-owned business. We also
took a group picture with the Route
66 staff. Thank you, David, for the
warm welcome, the fascinating tour,
and for creating our shirts: “Ride
for PSD 200” and “Deaf Bikers.” We
also stopped by many

places in Missouri before arriving
in Oklahoma.
We stayed in Tulsa (OK) overnight,
then left early the next morning
with several stops on the way to
Oklahoma City. We visited the
National Memorial and Museum
where the Federal Building was
bombed in 1995. On to Amarillo
(TX) the next morning where we
encountered the “Midway Point”—
exactly halfway to the end of
Route 66.
Among the stops in New Mexico,
we visited Cadillac Ranch, an art
installation of ten old Cadillac cars
buried 1/2 way into the ground,
and we also stopped in Santa
Fe (NM) to visit the New Mexico
School for the Deaf. Unfortunately,
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NMSD was closed on Saturday so
we could not take a picture with
their Superintendent Rosemary
Gallegos. After our overnight stay
at Albuquerque (NM), we headed
out to Gallup (NM) for another
overnight stay. Left Gallup (NM) and
arrived in Flagstaff (AZ) with many
stops to visit historic places. We
then left for Laughlin (NV) the
next morning for another overnight
stay there.
We finally arrived in Barstow (CA)
where we knew we were almost
at the end of our trip. We visited
the California School for the Deaf
in Riverside (CA) the next day.
We were fortunate to meet their
Superintendent, Nancy Hlibok
Amann, to end our Deaf schools’

visits along Route 66. We had a
group picture taken: from left to
right, Paul Haring, Dennise Scott,
CSDR Staff Kaveh Angoorani, PSD
Head of School Peter Bailey, Justina
Bailey, CSDR Superintendent Nancy
Hlibok Amann, Deb Bingham, and
Joe Bingham.
We finally arrived at the end of
Route 66 in Santa Monica (CA) on
Saturday, June 30. We were thrilled
that we made it! Took pictures by
the Historic Pole marking “the end
of Route 66.” We then thought,
we cannot end the Route 66 trip
without one more stop: the famed
Hollywood sign up in the hills.
Luckily, we were able to ride closer
to it through a friend’s guidance.

We said our goodbyes as everyone
headed back to the East Coast
on their own. My wife flew back
because she had to work, so I
ended up riding “home” by myself.
I could not resist visiting some
Deaf schools along the way, but
only if it was not too far from
where I was riding. I stopped by
the Rocky Mountain Deaf School
in Denver (CO) and took a picture
near the building. Their Director
Amy Notovny and I could not meet
because of their schedule. I also

stopped by the Missouri School for
the Deaf in Fulton (MO), but did
not meet Superintendent George
Stailey because the school was
closed for the holiday.
The trip left me and Justina with
wonderful memories. We owe much
gratitude to the other couples
who joined us on this epic journey:
Dennis and Denise Apperson (SD),
Joe and Debby Bingham (NJ), Paul
Haring and Dennise Scott (DE). We
cherish our memories with these

couples and also thank many of you
for your support of our trip. The link
is still up and running if you wish to
donate. Some people have made
gifts of $66 to express their support
for the Route 66 trip. From the
bottom of my heart, thank you!

FOLLOW US AT
roadtrippers.com/trips/21970171
DONATE AT
squareup.com/store/thepennsylvania-school-for-the-deaf
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Deaf School
Celebrations
By Jenny Strunk

• American School for the Deaf - 1817
(200th in 2017)
• New York School for the Deaf (White Plains) 1817 (200th in 2017)

...in 2019

It all started when PSD’s Head of School Peter Bailey
sent six PSD alumni (Denise Brown ‘82, Sara Wummer
‘82, James Goodwin ‘69, June Goodwin ‘70, Randy
Fisher ‘66, and myself ‘84) to the American School
for the Deaf Alumni Association’s Bicentennial 5-day
Reunion celebration in June 2017. Although none of us
were ever students at ASD, we were warmly welcomed.
Friendships and connections were made. The ASDAA
committee members were more than helpful and
shared the successes and challenges of planning such
an historical and a monumental celebration.

• Western Pennsylvania School for the Deaf 1869 (150th)

The American School for the Deaf is known as the
Mother School because it is the first school for the deaf
established in the United States, in Hartford, CT. It is
fitting that the alumni from ASD continue to carry on
the tradition of sharing their experiences begun by the
people who founded ASD in 1817.

• Oregon School for the Deaf - 1870 (150th)

I had the distinct privilege of participating in more
anniversary celebrations this year—several at the
beginning of summer: Berks Deaf and Hard of Hearing
Services (BDHHS) in Reading, PA, celebrated their 50th
Anniversary on June 3, 2018. The Keynote was given
by our very own School Social Worker Elizabeth Hill,
President of Pennsylvania Society for the Advancement
of the Deaf. Director of Student Affairs Melissa
Draganac-Hawk and I represented PSD.
The Maryland School for the Deaf (MSD) had their
2-day 150th anniversary reunion weekend on June
22 & 23, 2018 in Frederick, MD. More than 850 people
attended. Campus tours and booths/vendors in the
gym were enjoyed by many. One could see that it was
a huge and successful social event for MSD and the
alumni. Connections and reconnections were made
by this writer in preparation for PSD2020 Alumni
Reunion weekend.
The National Technical Institution for the Deaf (NTID)
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Milestones

• Horace Mann School for the Deaf and Hard of
Hearing - 1869 (150th)
• St. Joseph School for the Deaf- 1869 (150th)
• Model Secondary School for the Deaf 1969 (50th)

...in 2020
• Pennsylvania School for the Deaf - 1820 (200th)
• West Virginia School for the Deaf - 1870 (150th)
• The Learning Center - 1970 (50th)

...in 2023
• Kentucky School for the Deaf - 1823 (200th)
The PSD2020 Alumni Reunion Committee, led by
Chair Jenny Strunk, Co-Assistant Chairs Marsha
Miceli and Sara Wummer, is currently working
hard to make our 200th celebration a vast success.
Won’t you please come and join us for this once in a
lifetime reunion?
For more information, contact psd2020@psd.org.

in Rochester, NY, had their 50th Anniversary Reunion
June 28-July 1, 2018. PSD alumnus Mark Marcellino and
I manned the PSD booth for two days in the exhibition
hall. We were visited by many attendees and PSD
alumni who stopped by to chat and inquire about our
200th Alumni Reunion weekend (June 24-28, 2020).
NTID’s opening ceremony was attended by many and
the MC was CJ Jones. At least 3,000 people registered
to attend this grand celebration.
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HOLIDAY
BAZAAR
Saturday
November 17, 2018
10 AM - 5 PM
Contact Greta Thomson:
mathomson77@gmail.com

HOLIDAY PARTY
MINI PRICE IS RIGHT /
PSD BINGO

Saturday
December 1, 2018
11 AM - 5 PM
Contact Sara Wummer:
remmuw@icloud.com
Fundraiser Benefits
PSD2020 Alumni Reunion June 24-28, 2020

